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A. Committee Members Present: 

o Eric Hansel  

o Russell Chudd 

o Keith Nichols 

 

B. Committee Members Absent: 

o None 

 

C. Others Present: 

o John Rodgers  

 

D. Proceedings  

o Russell: The number of credits should possibly be increased for companies who 

take back components for repurposing, reuse and recycling.  

o Eric: Would it be feasible to distribute points based on the percentage weight of 

a slot machine that can be repurposed? For example, 50% equals 4 points, 75% 

equals 5 points and so on.  

o Russell: Sharing portions would have to be carefully evaluated because for many 

companies recycling does generate positive revenue. 

o Eric: It may be beneficial to propose separate credits for recycling and 

refurbishing. 

o Keith: Just an idea but should we just combine the three current components 

that make up Innovation and Communication, i.e. Innovation, communication 

and design? 

o Russell: This would probably make overall quantification difficult.  



o Keith: Will it be necessary to have third-party verification to ensure that the 

manufacturer(s) have complied with the procedures set for repurposing, reuse 

and recycling. 

o Eric: It clearly is an issue for consideration and probably will be necessary in the 

long run once the standard development process expands to other facets of the 

gaming industry besides just slot machines. 

 

o Innovation  

• Eric: Research and development should be rewarded because companies 

will be challenged continually 

• Keith: Because a key component of more sustainable slot machines is 

energy efficiency, should this be covered under EE Credit 1? 

• Eric:  This should be separate because new ideas should be developed. 

• Keith: Does the standard clearly define between slot machines and the 

actual plants in which they are manufactured in.  

• Keith: Nevertheless, perhaps we should separate the innovation credits 

(1) directly related to slot machines (2) directly related to manufacturing 

plants 

• Russell: Have to ensure that the plant credit does not overlap or become 

confused with the social sustainability credits.  

• Keith: Another point of consideration in this section may be 

transportation, particularly international delivery.  

• Eric: Having discussed this issue in the past I think that most of us agree 

that the use of offsets would be the more beneficial. However we have to 

ensure that an industry that has limited access to the “green world” 

should not benefit from ‘green-washing”. 

• Russell: Considerations have been made for reusable packaging that can 

be returned to the manufacturer. 

• Keith: Understandably, it will be difficult to foresee future international 

demand and therefore the volume of offsets required.  

 

o Communication 

• Russell:  Machines should be rated as they are released because 

machines will have variables. For example, a new cabinet might be more 

efficient but this might be cancelled out by a video card that consumes 

more power.   

• Russell: While a high ranking on a sustainability scale (as in a 100-point 

LEED scale) will drive sales; gaming operations and manufacturers will 

also be concerned with other factors such as: value in recycling, energy 

efficiency, costs and feasibility of potential offsets. 

• Eric: Since this is a sustainability standard, it is essential to emphasize the 

positive environmental benefits of such an undertaking. This is also a very 

important attribute towards stakeholder value and overall corporate 

social responsibility. 



• Keith: This certainly has a lot of merit but as a business, it will be the 

profit and costs savings that matters. For example, a personal goal of a 

casino that our group is working for is to reduce 5% of its energy cost.  

 

o Miscellaneous 

• Keith:  Under energy credits, is metering required for all units and who 

will track all this? 

• Eric: This will not be practical and cost effective. The best monitoring 

method is to have one or two energy meters initially and have the casinos 

perform spot checks. This way, the manufacturer is not responsible for 

the manner in which the product is used; which may or may not also 

adversely influence the lifespan of the slot machine. 

• Russell: Most slot machines last for 10+ years but generally are on the 

floor for 6 months to a year. Cabinets are on the floor for approximately 

5 years.  Ultimately a casino will remove a slot as soon as it is deemed 

unprofitable.  

• Russell: Another thing to consider is that the brightest and flashiest 

machines will attract more customers and this can be contrary to efforts 

to conserve energy and the usage of other sustainable material.   

 

 

 


